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Rifai Rifana 4 movies free downloadSex. Degradation. Mayhem. So begins three-quarters of the way through the first full
episode of “Happy!” Matthew Hussey, a witty, neurotic, 30-something struggling actor (and aspiring rapper) living in L.A.
with his best friend Patrick (Emma Roberts) and energetic, mature mother Jackie (Diane Nash), lives in a state of “arrested
development” that keeps his life totally out of whack. (“Happy!” could also be a horror comedy; it’s a bit Hitchcock-ish in
its staging, as well as being a little Kubrickian in its elliptical, self-contained, thoughtful approach to familiar plot points.)
“Happy!” is a bit of a late starter: its trailer started rolling out in mid-April and it’s not until mid-May that we get to hear
“Let’s Watch the World Die” as the first song in its NBC debut Thursday at 10:30 p.m. ET/PT. That doesn’t give a lot of
time for fans to get up to speed on the series, though; I had to do my own watching all the way through, from the season
finale of “American Horror Story” that immediately precedes the series premiere of “Happy!” Those fans who were all-in
on “AHS” this year are understandably confused as they watch “Happy!”: Hussey has lost his dead-end role in the show;
Patrick is a conniving, manipulative prankster with a dangerous grift, as well as a combustible aversion to professional
help; and Jackie, the long-suffering, wise mother, has been driven out of the house by her controlling, controlling,
controlling daughter (Jessa Sommers) and husband (James DiGiacomo). It’s only when you see how the pieces move
through the chess board of Nicholas Stoller’s script that you can start to fully get on board with the new direction Hussey
is seeking to steer his life. Not that he does it all on his own. In a bit of foreshadowing for the series, “Happy!” begins
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